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SPOTLIGHT

AXLES AND STUB AXLES              

T.V.Z. is a company that every day is appreciated 

for the fast deliveries, for the high quality and 

suppleness of the standard or design products. 

The customer, careful to the dynamic market and 

also more demanding, find in T.V.Z. a structured 

company, that follows the exigencies and answers 

promptly: flexibility, fast and technique are the 

qualities of the team that are working in this 

company, always in development. TVZ produce 

axles and stub axles for agricultural and demi-

industrial using, with and without brake, fixed and 

steering one. The completed gamma of brakes are 

homologated according the law StVZO and 98/12 

CE. The range of the axles and stub axles starts 

from 30 mm square/ round with 4 holes fitting till 

to 130 mm tubular with 10 holes fitting. All the 

TVZ products mounts hubs designed for a specific 

and main utilization on out- street machines and 

per effect of the big tires and of the suspensions of 

the close axles, stresses especially the bearings, in 

the bends and in the maneuvers.

Bogie gamma: The bogie are a mechanical 

suspension with rocking movement in running 

direction, with multi- leaf springs, using in the 

agriculture to equip tandem machine. The main 

benefit is that the machine can work on very loosed 

ground, thanks to the capacity to make  large 

oscillations, adapting its self to the ground. The 

T.V.Z. bogie gamma is composed by :

•	Model 1   Bogie from   8  to 13.0 Ton capacity, 

with wheel base from  920 to 1300 mm.

•	Model 1B Bogie from 11.5 to 16 Ton. capacity, 

with wheel base from  900 to 1320 mm.

•	Model 2   Bogie from 15.5 to 17.5 Ton. capacity, 

with wheel base from  1200 to 1480 mm.

•	Model 3   Bogie from 17.5 to 21.5 Ton. capacity, 

with wheel base from  1360 to 1480 mm.

•	Model 4   Bogie from 18.5 to 22.0 Ton. capacity, 

with wheel base from  1500 to 1700 mm.

with multi- leaf springs from 100 mm and 120 

mm. T.V.Z  bogie will delivered already assembled 

with both fixes axles, or one fixed and one 

steering axles, ready to be fixed on the machine 

chassis. On demand, they could be supply not 

assembled. T.V.Z. can also supply, on demand, 

the support plates completed of nuts and bolts to 

fix the bogie to the chassis. Bogie can also supply 

with normal structure (the axles are under the 

leaf springs) or the under lose structure (the axles 

are on the leaf springs). 

Single industrial suspension, tandem and tridem: They 

are suspensions with elastic leaf springs, adapt 

for flexions, composed with leaf springs in elastic 

material. The industrial suspension, noted for 

the rigid movement, is peculiarly used for heavy 

machine, but all together, results to be very light, 

easy to install and guarantees a comfort running 

at high speed. The T.V.Z. suspension gamma is 

composed by : Mono axle mechanical suspension 

from 5 to 12 Ton, tandem from 10 to 24 Ton, tridem 

from  24 to 36 Ton. wheel base from 990 to 1525 

mm and springs from 76, 80 and 100 mm width.

T.V.Z  suspensions will delivered disassembled 

as kit with the subgroups already assembled. The 

kit  include: Complete central rocket arms with 

fixing pin not closed; Fixed torque arms (on Type 

2 suspension); Adjustable torque arms (on Type 

2 suspension); Screws holding the leafs springs 

fitted on the supports; Kit fixing the axles on the 

leaf spring (U-bolts, nuts, plates); Torque arm 

connection so the axles.

A RANGE OF MACHINES SUITABLE FOR THE FORESTRY BRANCH     
The range CHIPPER ENERGY  by Gandini Meccanica is a range of machines 

suitable for the forestry branch, but used also from the agricultural contractors 

for the supply of high quality chips for energetic purposes. The range is 

composed of 4 series of machines of different sizes: the series 30 and 40 

suitable for medium forestry yards, the series 50 and 75 for bigger ones. The 

most representative series of the whole range is the series 75, equipped with 

a big drum suitable to process big quantity of 

material of any type and size. All the machines 

of this range are equipped with the electronic 

Nostress and Noblock system, which improves 

in a sensible way the machine performances. 

The driving and aggressive rollers allow to 

maintain a perfect feeding with any type of 

material. Conveyors in the bottom part of the 

rollers allow to recover any discharge of the 

chipped material. The cutting system by a drum 

equipped with multi-blades allows a production 

of high quality chips. The exhausting of the 

chips by a flywheel requires a very low power 

absorption and allows to obtain a final product without dust. Thanks to a 360° 

exhausting pipe  adjustable in  height it is possible the direct loading of the 

final product into a container of 40’ too. This pipe hydraulically tilting, reduces 

in this way the machine sizes for transport operations. All the models can be 

equipped with axle and wheels for drawing purposes, with own engine or to 

be fitted to self-propelling equipments. Besides it is possible to fit accessories 

like loading crane, toothed rollers and industrial 

chains to enable a feeding of big quantity of 

branches too. Furthermore with any model can 

be obtained different chips calibrations due to 

different sizes of refining grids placed on the 

chipping discharge. CHIPPER ENERGY it is a 

range of machines optimum for the enterprises 

that have to manage and process big deforest 

yards and natural environment restoring, as 

they are able to reduce very easy all the big 

volume of waste wood with a returning of 

material nowadays very remunerative and on 

which it is advisable to invest.In the picture, CT 75 MTS with 500 HP engine.

http://www.tecni.ch/o341
http://www.tvzassali.it
http://www.tecni.ch/o30Y
http://www.gandinimeccanica.com

